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Executive Summary
Based on observations gathered from the IDA Forum
on Orbital Debris (OD) Risks and Challenges (October 8-9,
2020), DOT&E needed first-order predictive tools to
evaluate the effects of orbital debris on mission risk,
catastrophic collision, and collateral damage to DOD
spacecraft and other orbital assets – either from
unintentional or intentional [Anti-Satellite (ASAT)]
collisions. This lack of modeling capability hindered
DOT&E’s ability to evaluate the risk to operational
effectiveness and survivability of individual satellites and
large constellations, as well as risks to the overall use of
space assets in the future.

large, trackable debris (>5 cm) or antisatellite weapons
colliding with satellites within constellations.
IDA
researchers used a Starlink-like satellite as a case study and
worked with Stellingwerf Associates to modify the Smooth
Particle Hydrodynamic Code (SPHC). The result is a file
format that is readable as an input file for predicting orbital
stability or debris re-entry for thousands of thousands of
created particles, and predict additional, short-term OD
induced losses to other satellites in the constellation.
By pairing this technique with SatPen1, IDA can
conduct long-term debris growth studies.

This presentation describes an IDA-derived technique
(DebProp) to evaluate the debris propagating effects of
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supplemented with typical damage prediction equations to support
mission loss predictions.

SatPen is an Excel-based tool for determining the probability and
mission effects of >1mm OD impacts and penetration on individual
satellites with Orbital Debris Engineering Model 3.1 as an input,
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What is the effect on a satellite or a constellation of satellites when a
catastrophic collision occurs with orbital debris (OD), another
spacecraft, or an anti-satellite (ASAT) weapon?
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Outline

1. Overview of IDA’s orbital debris assessment tools
2. Elements within large debris collision assessment approach
a. Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics Code (SPHC) input
b. DebProp (Debris Propagation) tool

3. Assessment of large debris hit on Starlink-like satellite
4. How DebProp fits into a larger assessment of the “Kessler effect”
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IDA is developing tools to evaluate the effects of orbital impacts from OD and
ASAT weapons on satellites and constellations

SatPen is a tool for debris penetration that will determine
the probability of satellite mission loss from orbital impact
(outlined in a different DATAWorks presentation)

SPHC is a tool for high-speed collisions and DebProp is a tool
for debris propagation that together determine the effect on
a satellite or constellation from orbital impact

Iterating SatPen, SPHC, and DebProp in a loop will allow us to
estimate the results from a cascade of orbital debris impacts

ASAT – Anti-Satellite; OD – Orbital Debris; SPHC – Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics Code
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Examining debris propagation from a triggering event
② SPHC and DebProp Tool Path
Large object
impact details

SPHC
Tool

Orbital debris
Discussed later fragment flux

SPHC is a tool for collisions that:

Large debris

Small debris

Debris cloud
properties

DebProp
Tool

Orbital debris
fragment flux

Propagating to
new spacecraft
Feeds
into ②
Impacting same
constellation

DebProp is a tool for propagation that:

• Calculates cloud (mass, velocity,
• Imports SPHC “cluster files” describing
phase, etc.) of impacted materials
clouds of thousands of debris particles
created following hypervelocity impact • Predicts potential collision paths with
by satellite model or orbital debris
other satellites for subsequent analyses
SPHC – Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics Code
4

We model collisions using SPHC and propagate the resulting fragments using
DebProp to determine the cascading effects on satellites and constellations

SPHC: Smooth particle hydrodynamic code

DebProp: IDA developed propagation tool
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We used SPHC to predict fragment mass and velocity distributions emanating
from a collision between an object and a Starlink satellite
ASAT Example

Conceptual cylindrical
satellite fragment

Dots represent Starlink and ASAT fragments
resulting from the impact

ASAT – Anti-Satellite; SPHC – Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics Code
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We used SPHC to predict fragment mass and velocity distributions emanating
from an object impacting a Starlink satellite
Debris Example

8 cm diameter debris
13 km/sec, 25 deg
just before impacting

Blue dots represent fragments resulting from the impact
SPHC calculates mass and velocity for each fragment

SPHC – Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics Code
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SPHC cluster files predict material, velocity, and other physical properties of
projectile and target satellites
Cumulative clusters vs mass (g)
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SPHC cluster file data are read into DebProp
propagation tool for subsequent orbital analyses
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Fragment masses, and position and velocity vectors from SPHC provide input to
fragment propagation tool (DebProp)

Initial Fragment Velocities: All Fragments

Initial Velocities: Fragments that Cross
Starlink Orbit Shell (550 km altitude)

Crossing fragments are ejected
in lateral and along track
directions with lower relative
speeds

Many high-speed fragments
are interceptor fragments
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DebProp predicts where each debris fragment goes
All Bound Fragments (2982)

Reentering Fragments (2015)
Targeted
Satellite
Location

Remaining Fragments (967)

Constellation Shell Crossing
Fragments (810, 27%)
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The debris is a threat to other Starlink satellites within the constellation
Fragments can cross the 550 km
constellation shell either from above
or from below

Shell Crossings

Targeted
Satellite
Location

If there is a Starlink satellite at the
location of a crossing, there are two
possible relative collision velocities:
low for a receding satellite
high for an approaching satellite

Crossings are concentrated along the orbit
of the targeted Starlink sat
Potentially
disruptive

Potentially
catastrophic
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Debris from ASAT impact is a threat to non-Starlink operational satellites and
has the potential to impact other “dead” objects, creating more debris
Fragment apogees and perigees vs. orbital period

On-orbit for ~2000 yrs
On-orbit for ~25 yrs

Starlink fragments are lofted to apogees as high as 12,000 km
altitude and could be there for 1000s of years
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In case you weren’t at the previous talk, IDA also developed a tool for debris
penetration called SatPen

① SatPen Tool Path

Constellation and
mission details

OD environmental flux
Satellite design
Ballistic limit predictions

SatPen
Tool

Probability of
satellite loss
Predict
mission loss

SatPen can be used iteratively with SPHC and DebProp to
study a cascade of orbital debris impacts (the Kessler Effect).

OD – Orbital Debris; SPHC – Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics Code
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IDA’s tools can be combined to examine a variety of orbital impact scenarios
① SatPen Tool Path

Constellation and
mission details

OD environmental flux
SatPen
Tool

Satellite design

Probability of
satellite loss
Predict
mission loss

Ballistic limit predictions
Can feed into ② if satellite becomes derelict
② SPHC and DebProp Tool Path
Large Object
Impact Details

SPHC
Tool

Debris cloud
properties

DebProp
Tool

Orbital debris
fragment flux

③ Iterative tool loop based on orbital debris fragment size and impacting target

Feeds
into ①
Debris is direct
input for SatPen

OD – Orbital Debris; SPHC – Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics Code

Orbital debris
fragment flux

Large debris

i.e., “Kessler Effect”

Small debris

Update OD
environmental flux

Propagating to
new spacecraft
Feeds
into ②
Impacting same
constellation
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Abstract
Based on observations gathered from the IDA Forum on Orbital Debris (OD) Risks and
Challenges (October 8-9, 2020), DOT&E needed first-order predictive tools to evaluate
the effects of orbital debris on mission risk, catastrophic collision, and collateral damage
to DOD spacecraft and other orbital assets – either from unintentional or intentional
[Anti-Satellite (ASAT)] collisions. This lack of modeling capability hindered DOT&E’s
ability to evaluate the risk to operational effectiveness and survivability of individual
satellites and large constellations, as well as risks to the overall use of space assets in
the future.
This presentation describes an IDA-derived technique (DebProp) to evaluate the debris
propagating effects of large, trackable debris (>5 cm) or anti-satellite weapons colliding
with satellites within constellations. IDA researchers used a Starlink-like satellite as a
case study and worked with Stellingwerf Associates to modify the Smooth Particle
Hydrodynamic Code (SPHC). The result is a file format that is readable as an input file
for predicting orbital stability or debris re-entry for thousands of created particles, and
predict additional, short-term OD-induced losses to other satellites in the constellation.
By pairing this technique with SatPen (an Excel-based tool for determining the
probability and mission effects of >1mm OD impacts and penetration on individual
satellites with ORDEM 3.1 as an input, supplemented with typical damage prediction
equations to support mission loss predictions), IDA can conduct long-term debris growth
studies).
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SPHC is a thoroughly vetted tool
•

Developed at Los Alamos
National Labs; technique in
use for 30 years to examine
fragments following
hypervelocity impacts

•

Used by Williamsen/Evans
in a wide variety of OED
studies for NASA;
developed by Stellingwerf
(formerly LANL, now IDA
consultant)

•

Produces comparable
results to other collision
tools used by NASA as well
as light gas gun tests
(validation case at right)

•

Migrating use of this code
into IDA with help of
Stellingwerf/Evans for
ongoing work of this nature

SPHC Run
9.8 mm AL Sphere, 6.8 km/sec

The spalled
material, as
well as the
liquid frontal
volume are
clearly visible
in each case,
and the
agreement
between
model and
experiment is
excellent.
UDRI
Test Case
4-1360,
6.8 km/sec
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